[Planned 3-dimensional low-volume conformal irradiation of a local prostatic carcinoma].
Recent data have shown a significant reduction of acute side effects by means of a three-dimensional planned conformal radiotherapy of carcinoma of the prostate compared to treatment techniques used before. Theoretically, an optimized field coverage of the planning target volume should result in a reduction of treated bladder and rectum volumes. We studied the effects of individualized blocks on treatment volumes, planning target volumes, irradiated bladder and rectum volumes on basis of three-dimensional treatment planning by means of beam's-eye-view technique. We compared dose-volume-histograms of 2 different planning models, a (fictitious) open 4-field-box-technique and a technique with conformal blocked fields designed from the beam's-eye-view display (prescribed dose 66 Gy, daily single fraction 2 Gy). Plans of 115 patients with localized prostate cancer treated from January 1994 to February 1996 were analyzed. Using individualized fields treatment volume (covered by the 90%-isodose) was reduced by 23% on the average in comparison to the planning model without blocks. The averaged difference of treated volume and planning target volume, as a grade of efficiency of conformation, was reduced by 38% (496 cm3 303 cm3) using individualized blocks. 23% of the treated bladder volume and 13% of the treated rectum volume had been saved on the average. Nevertheless, at least 11.5% of the bladder volume and 27.6% of the contoured rectum volume were treated with the prescribed dose (55 Gy = 100%). The comparison of dose-volume-histogram-data showed that especially high dose volumes of organs at risk had been saved by means of individualized blocks created from the beam's-eye-view. The blocks did not affect the dose distribution of the planning target volume adversely. Consequently the impact of these data on the extent of side effects and local tumor control has to be proven.